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About This Game

CAN YOU SEE IT?
In the first game by The Working Parts, a lone frog descends into the depths of a flooded forest, not yet knowing the full extent
of its tragedy. To survive in a brutal, oxygen-obsessed ecosystem, you must help it see the patterns and hidden truths that make

up the rules of the forest - horrible as they may be.

They Breathe is a critically acclaimed indie gem risen from the depths of Xbox Live Indie Games. In thirty short minutes, the
game leaves it up to you to figure out every part of its increasingly bizarre universe, in order to survive the onslaught of

unexpected creatures and ultimately comprehend their true nature. No matter how your descent to the bottom of the forest takes
shape, it is guaranteed to give you the chills without a single word of dialog.

Keep your eyes open, for there is darkness beneath the surface. And you're not at the bottom yet.
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Surreal atmosphere

No hand-holding

Hand-drawn HD art

A story told through gameplay

''Making of'' feature

What people say

This game is only 2$, but I feel like this experience is scarring me for life - Markiplier

"The scariest game on earth" - GameGrumps

"I approached They Breathe as a game, but it ended as an experience" - Whatsyourtagblog.com

''They Breathe is deceptively creepy [...] disturbing in all the right ways'' - Destructoid 

''Some games evoke such a strange feeling that you can't help but be sucked in. They Breathe is one of those games.'' - 
XBLIG Silver Award, NeoGAF 

''The atmosphere that The Working Parts has managed to create is praiseworthy.'' - Indiegamemag.com

''a journey of discovery that is both rewarding and surprisingly horrifying'' - Plus10Damage 
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 23 May, 2014
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Too simple to be worthwhile.. I had this game working on win7, but apparently 10 doesn't support it, I need some free techie
advice, cuz I just started playing it, then upgraded to win10 and it won't launch from steam any more.. Not a bad little contra
type game. I like the graphics and music. Controls don't feel *quite* as tight as I prefer but it doesn't ruin it. My biggest
complaints are every time you shoot a bullet you kick back a bit and the so-called permanent upgrades like weapon cool down
and rate of fire go back to zero when you continue.. It's pinball with a Worms skin.. This game iz zo ztupit. Dont buy this, buy
real painkillers. At least you get rid off headache. Pamali Indonesian Folklore Horror is a unique horror game from Indonesia. I
am from Indonesia, and in my opinion the Pamali game is the best Indonesian game. With unique gameplay, a distinctive
Indonesian atmosphere, thick shades of horror, and more.

 STORY:
 In the first folklore, "The White Lady" aka Kuntilanak, you playing a man named Jaka who returned to his old house that he
planned to sell his house, he returned there because to prepare the things needed to sell the house. He came alone, his parents
had died in a car accident, and his older sister had died shortly after the death of the only baby he had just born. But the Jaka's
sister, named Nenden, did not leave and remained in his house, aka she had become a ghost dressed in long white and long hair
or commonly called "Kuntilanak". Jaka returned to his old home and met his dead sister.

 GAMEPLAY:
 For the gameplay itself is unique. Like the game title, the word "PAMALI" which means "Abstinence" or it can also mean
"Tabu" in Sundanese, which if we violate Pamali itself can bring bad luck or bad things can happen to those who violate Pamali.
Like having an accident or being disturbed by spirits (ghosts). For example, some parents in Indonesia who advise young
children like this: "Don't go out when it's dark, PAMALI! Later you can be kidnapped by ghosts!" Or can also be like this:
"Don't hum at night, PAMALI! Because it can invite or summon ghosts!" Or: "Do not speak harshly or dirty when you are in a
place that is famously haunted, PAMALI! Because it can make the ghost of the inhabitants of that place angry!" And there are
still many other Pamali, people around me like my parents also often warn me about Pamali. The gameplay of the Pamali game
really includes the cultural element of Pamali itself, you can do things or comment on existing objects. We can comment on
good or bad. If we behave well during the game, the ghost there won't disturb you. But if you do a bad thing or you say you are
violating "PAMALI", then the ghost in this game will bother you even the ghost doesn't hesitate to listen to you. So, what you do
in the game will determine your destiny. Actually the gameplay is quite monotonous and can be fairly boring, you just walk
through Jaka's old house and collect items, clean the house, and so on. But this game has 35 different endings, so we will be
curious about the ending.

 CONCLUSION:
 Pamali Indonesian Folklore Horror is a unique horror game. The game really embodies the Pamali culture itself, a distinctive
Indonesian-style nuance, a thick sense of horror that can make us shiver with fear, Indonesian ghosts (Kuntilanak, Pocong,
Tuyul, Leak, etc.). This game really introduces to the world wide about Indonesian horror and culture. It is very good to play and
I highly recommend to you fans of horror games genre, because the game is unique and i can say this Pamali game is the best
Indonesian game for now.

 ADVANTAGES :
 - A strong Pamali culture
 - A thick Indonesian atmosphere
 - Scary horror
 - Indonesian ghosts
 - Unique gameplay
 - 35 different endings
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 - A good Graphics
 - Cheap game prices

 DEFICIENCY :
 - Monotonous gameplay
 - Can make you bored
 - Some cheap jumpscare
 - There are still some glitches and bugs
 - Voice actor that sound funny

 My value for this Pamali Indonesian Folklore Horror game is: 8.5 \/ 10.
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I really like this game. I remember playing it on my browser I was glad to find it on steam. So, Space Girls is a space shooter,
basically you have a space ship, your planet is dying and In order to survive you have to undress the girl to take her to your
planet. There are a few enimies that will try to kill you.

The game is VERY easy, the controls are basically the W,A,S,D to move and Space or Shift to shoot. Achievements are also
easy to get, just complete the game and you will unlock all.
I only found 1 bug, which is, the game has 22 levels, but you can only select untill level 20, so if you lose on level 21, or 22, then
you have to start again from level 20...

 If you are going to buy this to use a uncensored patch (+18), forget it, Dev never replied to any of our comments, here or in any
of their other games as far as i can see, they dont seems to fix bugs etc, so i dont think we will ever be able to get a +18 patch,
unless someone in the community does it.

After all, i do recommend it, i didnt see any major bugs that make the game unplayable and its cheap and fun.. Like, it's a math
game... It's not particularly bad, it's just not worth it. _/(o.O)\_. A Tale of Caos: Overture makes an earnest attempt, but sadly
falls short lacking in production quality, gameplay and story.

A Tale of Caos uses colorful pixel art with occasional comic panel style cut scenes interspersed at action heavy moments. That
said it is pretty underwhelming. Unlike many other point and click games, this one has almost no animation. At each scene you
stare at a lightly animated picture. Characters on screen do not move more than light breathing or doing a repetitive task. The
dialogue will say the characters are doing things when the visuals still show characters standing still. This is just unappealing and
feels lazy. Even so when done correctly this style does not have to be bad. Detective Grimoire took a similar route, but it used
velvety smooth character animations and the dialogue never disagreed with the visuals, making for a much better experience
than A Tale of Caos\u2019s attempt.

Moreover, the game is incredibly dialogue heavy, yet they way dialogue is rendered makes it difficult to read and in some case
hard to tell it is even on screen. A Tale of Caos seems confused on whether it wants to be a visual novel or a point and click
because it has a \u201ctell don\u2019t show\u201d approach to storytelling. The characters apparently live in a vibrant
multidimensional universe, which we never see. The author has some clear vison of the world but world building feels like it
gets in the way of game play. Dialogue trees are hard to navigate and it is not obvious when asking the same question again will
get different results.

Continuing, some puzzles are the standard rub two things together type, but others are awkward dialogue puzzles. The dialogue
puzzles in Act II were painfully drawn out with lots of looping dialogue. You have to read HUNDREDS of lines of the SAME
text repeatedly if you did not respond correctly the first time. Worse yet, on occasions asking the same question repeatedly will
get you a different response. Other times the game includes a huge number of dialogue options because the creators thought it
would be funny. The problem with this is that if you are stuck on a puzzle you might actually try exhausting those options, which
is time consuming and unrewarding.

The story starts off simply, with a slapstick tone and an airheaded genius. There are immediate implications that you are
working for the bad guy, which given the tone seems like the game would conclude with a comical ending. It does not. Instead
the first two acts are largely irrelevant world building, followed by a third act that deeply analyzes the protagonist psyche and
troubled past. That third act came out of nowhere and completely undermined the tone of the game and the art. But the
problems continue as the third act is largely just an excuse to reuse assets from the previous acts. If that was not bad enough, it
ends on a cliff hanger with very little at stake. There is no clear indication on what horrible thing will happen. So we are left
neither a satisfying ending nor real anticipation for the next game.

I feel bad for negatively reviewing the game. This isn\u2019t some rush out door attempt, there is quite a bit of character in this
game. It just unfortunate that design, gameplay and story all seem to be at odds with each other.. Finally! Congratulation on the
steam release! I have been waiting for this game for a long time. The aesthetics of this game is so damn awesome! I also agree
that the game is a bit underpriced because you've spent 3,500+ hours developing this game already!
Looking forward to the future updates :)
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